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Abstract—Ultrasonic non-destructive testing signal can be
decomposed into a set of chirplet signals, which makes the
chirplet transform a fitting ultrasonic signal analysis and
processing method. Moreover, compared to wavelet transform,
short-time Fourier transform and Gabor transform, chirplet
transform is a comprehensive signal approximation method,
nevertheless, the former methods gained more popularity in the
ultrasonic signal processing research. In this paper, the principles
of the chirplet transform are explained with a simplified
presentation and the studies that used the transform in ultrasonic
non-destructive testing and in structural health monitoring are
reviewed to expose the existing applications and motivate the
research in the potential ones.

the useful and critical information masked by the poor quality
of the signal. DSP methods such as Wiener deconvolution,
spectral extrapolation, and minimum variance deconvolution
have been used to enhance the time resolution of ultrasonic
signals [6-9]. Artificial neural networks have been used for
flaws’ recognition and classification [10, 11]. Furthermore,
many techniques have been proven effective in improving the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) such as time averaging, matched
filters, low-pass filters, high-pass filters, and band-pass filters,
wavelet transform, and adaptive filters. Examples of noise
reduction methods are reported in [12-15]. Guided waves
signals in NDT and SHM applications are often processed
using time-frequency analysis methods [16-18].
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Chirplet transform is a signal approximation method that
can provide inclusive solutions for flaw detection and
characterization, nevertheless it is not as popular as other
methods in the ultrasonic NDT and SHM signal processing
research. The objective of this paper is to review the principles
of chirplet transform, discuss the relevant research papers in
ultrasonic NDT and SHM signal processing to expose existing
applications, and motivate the research in potential ones.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Non-destructive testing (NDT) methods [1, 2] are used to
examine the integrity of engineering materials and structures
without altering them or affecting their serviceability.
Ultrasonic testing [3, 4] is an important NDT method, in which
a transducer sends an ultrasound pulse into the material under
test, and the reflected or transmitted echo is received, processed
and analyzed to provide useful information about the material’s
properties or about the presence of flaws and their sizes,
locations, and severity. Besides conventional ultrasonic testing,
ultrasonic guided wave inspection is established in the NDT
applications. It uses lamb waves that are guided by the
boundaries to propagate along the structure in order to evaluate
its condition. The guided wave inspection in structural health
monitoring (SHM) is carried out by an installed network of
sensors, a processor, and an algorithm to instantaneously
provide damage prognosis [5]. The usefulness of the received
ultrasonic NDT echo signals can be challenged by the noise
from several sources including the material’s grain structure
and by the limited resolution ability of the measurement system
when the echo signals are overlapped due to the small space
between the reflectors (interfaces or material flaws). In guided
waves inspection, multimodal and dispersion constrain the
analysis of the received signals. If the defect is located close to
another reflector, it can be only detected if the reflected echo is
resolved. The measurement system capabilities can be
reinforced by using digital signal processing (DSP) to recover

II.

CHIRPLET TRANSFORM

Chirplet transform was introduced in [19-21]. Its basis
functions are derivable in time-frequency domain, while the
derivation of the basis functions of the wavelet transform and
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) are limited to the time
domain, therefore the chirplet transform is a generalization of
both former transforms. Furthermore, chirplet transform has
more degrees of freedom than the wavelet transform, which
allows the transform to identify up to eight signal parameters
depending on the mother chirplet, and the application. Also,
since the sinusoids are subsets of the chirplet, Gabor transform
can be regarded as a special case of the chirplet transform.
Chirplet analysis has been successfully applied to radar
detection of moving objects in oceans, outperforming Doppler
radar methods. Authors in [22] extended their work to address
issues pertaining to the large number of parameters identified
by their method and introduced an improved one that selects an
adapted set of bases using the expectation maximization. The
new method was named adaptive chirplet transform.
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III.

APPLICATION OF CHIRPLET TRANSFORM TO
CONVENTIONAL ULTRASONIC TESTING

The first application of the chirplet transform to ultrasonic
NDT signals was the echo signal’s parameter estimation [23,
24] which was an extension of an earlier work that used
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) principles to calculate
amplitude, arrival time, center frequency, bandwidth, phase,
and chirp rate [25, 26]. The selection of the chirplet transform
assumed that ultrasonic echoes are composed of a
superposition of chirplet echoes, so the close similarity
between the analyzing chirplet and measured ultrasonic signals
offers optimal representation. The chirplet transform has been
used to represent the ultrasonic signal in the time-frequency
domain decomposing it into a linear combination of Gaussian
chirplets and then iteratively apply parameter estimation
algorithm to each identified echo by applying a windowing
strategy to segregate the individual echoes. The flowchart of
the signal processing procedure and the equations for the echo
parameter estimations based on the solutions of the chirplet
transform are presented in [24]. The application of the
transform via windowing is challenged by the design
requirements of the window as the width should be small
enough to limit the amount of noise during signal estimation
but it should be wide enough to contain the required signal’s
information. Moreover, the performance can be deteriorated
when closely-spaced reflectors are present. The method is
comprehensive and advantageous because it calculates the
parameters necessary to characterize the physical properties of
the reflectors (flaws or materials’ interface) and can be used for
applications like target detection, data compression,
deconvolution, object classification, velocity measurement, and
ranging systems.
The performance of the method was compared to another
signal processing method, the empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) coupled with Hilbert transform [27]. The chirplet-based
method performed better in the case of signals with interfering
and overlapped chirplets. The performance demonstration of
the above applications was carried out by inspecting a steel
block with a flat-bottom-hole in a contact pulse-echo mode
using a 5MHz probe. The same method was applied to analyze
and estimate ultrasonic echoes in the testing of reverberant
multilayered materials, which is an important and challenging
application that examines the thin planner defects, disbonding,
and lamination [28]. The estimated parameters were used to
classify the ultrasonic echoes and calculate the physical
properties of a layered structure such as layer thickness. The
performance demonstration was carried out by inspecting a
steel block with a flat-bottom-hole in an immersion testing
setup using a 10MHz probe. The waveform acquired for the
experimental verification of the method had high SNR and
well-resolved echoes. The chirplet transform is suitable to play
role in noise suppression and resolution enhancement in the
inspection of composite and bonded materials.
IV.

APPLICATION OF CHIRPLET TRANSFORM TO ULTRASONIC
LAMB WAVES IN NDT AND SHM

The frequency content of the dispersive signal is timevarying, so using a time-frequency representation like the
chirplet transform is suited for signal processing of the
www.etasr.com
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dispersive curves and defect’s echoes identification. Authors in
[29] introduced the chirplet transform to the signal processing
of guided waves. They analyzed the theoretical time-frequency
resolution of the transform in the dispersive waves. The
application of the transform to the measured signals revealed
that it is better than the STFT in the analysis of dispersive
waves because the time-frequency tiling of the chirplet
transform is adapted to the dispersion characteristics.
Furthermore, an adaptive method was developed to simplify
the analysis of the dispersion relationships of the measured
signals. The research in [29] paved the way for the application
of the transform to guided waves. Authors in [30] proved that a
model-based chirplet transform method was effective in
determining the energy distribution of the dispersive lamb
waves. The Rayleigh-Lamb equations have been used to model
the dispersion relationship and an adaptive method to calculate
the frequency of the modes. The proposed method was used to
address the inconsistency of the standard transform solution
with the theoretical solution in the case of dispersive curves
intersection.
Many researchers have proposed variant chirplet transform
algorithms to address the complexity problem due to the
number of dimensions of the standard transform. One method
used to simplify the computation and interpretation is the
matching pursuit [31], which was used to implement the
chirplet transform for the application to SHM guided waves in
isotropic plate structures using the pulse-echo testing method
[32]. The trace resulting from the difference between the
measured and a reference signal is processed using matching
pursuit algorithm to calculate the time-frequency centers, chirp
rate and energies of the signal. The matching pursuit is applied
continuously until the energies of the signal atoms are 10% or
lower of the first extracted atom. The frequency centers that do
not belong to the excited bandwidth are discarded and the
damage status of the structure is evaluated based on the
calculated energies. The processing is carried on with mode
correlation using the determined chirp rates, and the parameters
of the identified modes are used to locate and characterize the
defects. Authors regarded this version of the chirplet transform
better than the conventional methods in resolving the
multimodal reflections, robust in noisy signals, and
computationally efficient. Future works promised by the
authors were the application of the method to the guided wave
inspection of the composite structures and revisiting the
adopted assumption of point-scatterer, however no related
research was found in the relevant literature.
Recently, chirplet matching pursuit has been presented to
evaluate the damage in aerospace structures. The method
utilizes a library of simulated damage signals generated by
varying damage parameters of crack length, depth, and
orientation [33]. The successful applications of the chirplet
transform in the guided wave inspection motivated researchers
to seek further solutions by employing this method. An
adaptive algorithm based on chirplet transform has been
introduced to evaluate its merits for dispersive mode analysis
and calculate the mode displacement ratios and attenuation of
lamb waves in [34]. The algorithm, which considered 5dimensional parameters of the chirplet transform, uses basis
functions designed to suit the dispersion relation of each mode.
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A windowing technique was used to average the energy
contents that belong to all points of the dispersive curves. The
method offered advantages over the STFT in resolving the
modes and extracting the required information. The limitations
of sensitivity to noise, parameter uncertainties, and the need for
accurate prior knowledge about the material properties and
geometry demand research to improve the robustness of the
method for this application. Another contribution to ultrasonic
guided wave signal processing was brought by the authors in
[35] who modified an algorithm that presented a spare
representation of the signal using chirplets [36] to develop a
chirplet mode decomposition technique for the separation of
individual modes in a multimodal torsional signals measured in
the magnetostrictive guided wave inspection of pipelines. To
ease the implementation, authors replaced an MLE equation of
those of [36] with a procedure that estimates the chirp rate and
duration, uses the estimates to locate the chirp in time and
frequency, re-estimates form a local measure, and uses the
quasi-Newton procedure to find the closest local maximum of
the likelihood function. This algorithm is a novel and reliable
estimator for the parameters of multicomponent signals. The
use of the procedure allows a precise calculation of the group
velocity, amplitude, and modal energies, which are used to
calculate the reflection coefficients, which are in turn used for
defect sizing. The research results have been applied to the
detection and characterization of pipe defects using torsional
guided waves [37, 38]. An approach for resolution
improvement and image fusion was developed in [39]. It
comprises adaptive chirplet transform, Vold-Kalman filter, and
a method for image fusion. The adaptive chirplet transform role
in the method was to identify the signal components and
estimate the instantaneous frequencies. The Vold-Kalman filter
was used as a time-varying filter to use signal parameters,
calculated by the adaptive chirplet transform to extract the
time-domain waveforms reflected from the defects.
Investigating alternative methods to the Vold-Kalman filter and
comparing the performances can be a space for development in
the use of adaptive chirplet transform in lamb wave
applications.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The review revealed that the amount of research on
ultrasonic NDT and SHM signal processing does not match the
versatility and inclusiveness offered by the transform. The
various variants of the chirplet transform are qualified to
provide more and additional robust and effective solutions.
Various implementations of the chirplet transform were
successfully applied to ultrasonic signal processing, with most
applications targeting the improvement of the dispersive
curves’ resolution in ultrasonic guided wave NDT and SHM
applications. Published studies were reviewed to show the
research progress since the transform was first applied to
ultrasonic NDT and SHM, the areas of application, its
advantages, and to briefly highlight the potential openings for
further development, or to inspire new novel applications.
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